Virtual Dj Skins 1366x768

Unboxing: VirtualDJ VDJ 2.1. On my screen the main menu is displayed in 1366x768, but when i press play the screen does not fit and the whole screen is cut off. Why is this happening? A: You have to fix the main menu's resolution first. Look up your main menu.jpg to see how it should be designed. You should see one of these: If it looks like the image above, then you should adjust the X and Y positions of it's centre to the 0,0 coordinates of your main menu.
You can do this by editing your main.vmf file, which is found in your VirtualDJ\skins folder. If it looks like the image above, then you should check if your main menu has a resolution of 1366x768. If it does, then change it to that resolution in your skins.cfg file. Look in your skins.cfg file to see which resolution you need to change. If it looks like the image above, then the resolution should be 1366x768. If it is not, then change it to 1366x768. I haven't changed
my resolution to 1366x768 because my main menu is 16:9. So if you want to be like me, then change your main menu to be 16:9. Look up your main menu to see how it should be designed. You should see one of these: Then you should adjust the X and Y positions of it's centre to the 0,0 coordinates of your main menu. The X and Y positions are in the lines like this: And the x and y properties are in the lines like this: And also in the lines like this: If it looks like
the image above, then you should change your main menu to be 16:9. If you can't find your main menu,
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Music download links mp3s and oggs 1366x768 res skins and apps music maps beats themes. How to Load Your Virtual DJ Decks in 1366x768! Forum: VirtualDJ Skins. Category: Tutorial & Help, VirtualDJ forum. December 13, 2008 · And you can find the skins you want on the below link, at the top of the topic, there is a link called download all the skins listed, just click on it . VirtualDJ Skins - When is somebody finally going to make a skin
for VDJ decks in a 1366x768 resolution? I'm still using the VDJ v6 skin on it, . Forum: VirtualDJ Skins. One thing I still need to do is get a skin that is the proper resolution, my gig pc is 1366x768. This is my 2nd skin (please vote). Visit my site at Download all the skins listed, just click on it, it's in the topic! Happy Mixing! Thread view There are several skins for 1366x768, I downloaded about 13 different ones from the link in the post. I took a
screenshot, if you click on it you can see all the skins on the website. In the first post on this thread, you asked for a skin that was 1366x768. Thanks for any information you can provide. John. 09-24-2008, 09:25 PM virtualdelta New Skin Blue & Grey 1366X768. Here is a screen shot of a new skin I am working on (very early days). Hi, Is there any skins with a resolution of 1366x768 as that is the re of my laptop. I would prefer the vdj 6 skin in
this res as i like the . Aug 3, 2010 With over 100000000 downloads, VirtualDJ packs the most advanced DJ technology. Both perfect to start DJing, and perfect for advanced pro . Most Popular, New Arrivals ; Simple VJ 1.1. 1366x768. Author: dj fandos. Nb downloads: 1 (9 210). Created for VirtualDJ version 7x. Numark VDJ 2.0 2.0. 1366x768 2d92ce491b
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